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Since transgendered behaviour, including 
crossdresstng, ts such a field of conflict and 
unhappiness for many of us and the others in our lives 
it sometimes helps if we can view it from a larger 
perspective, a place from which we would also look at 
other things in clearer and more objective light. Perhaps 
the misunderstanding and conflict that surrounds the 
transgender phenomenom is not so specfjlc after all. 
Maybe there ts an assumption, or a principle, at work 
here - the very same one that causes inharmony and 
havoc in other fields of life as well. 

Could it be that there is really one unifying principle 
that, once seen and experienced, would bring peace, 
and that the lack of peace and the presence of conflict 
could be the result of one gross false assumption about 
how things are "supposed to be," what we might term 
a negative unifying principle? 

In other words, could it be that the trouble that we and 
others may have about transgender behaviour might be 
the very same trouble that we have about many other 
things in life? And that if we accurately comprehend 
the "real" cause of the one problem- the false 
assumption- we just might clear up other areas that 
havefallen victim to the same false assumption? 

Much of what we have reprinted in our EXCERPTS 
section of this issue of the ACCORD ( selections from 
Gloria Steinem's book, REVOLUTION FROM WITHIN, 
published by Ltttle, Brown,. 1992} iS about examining, 
questioning, and challenging the assumptions we have 
grown up with- ideas and beliefs that we hold on to as 
ttwugh our ltve:> depended on them, trontcally even 
though our lives and our world truthfully may not be 
working out that well. 

In this book, Ms Steinem has written a chapter titled 
BELIEVING IN THE TRUE SELF, in which I encountered 
a quotation I had first met several years ago, one 
whose meaning I pondered for quite some time and 

dealt with using the helpful wisdom and experience of 
a woman who guided me through much confusion 
during that particular period of my journey. 

I still have to deal with this quotation- its truth. that is
and what is often d!fflcult about truth is the 
responsibllity it brings to us once we have seen it. Once 
seen, we have crossed a line and we can never truly 
cross back over. Things can never be the same- no 
matter how hard we try to deny it, no matter how hard 
we try to believe and act on the old, false assumption. 

This quotation is from THE GNOSTIC GOSPELS, and is 
attributed to Jesus. These writings date to about two 
centuries after the death of Jesus, rediscovered in 
1945, and not completely translated until the 1970s. 
They are the record of a Jesus who presented himself 
as a teacher, not the son of God as traditionally 
understood, who taught that God is within each of us. 

It reads: 
" if you bring forth what is within you, what you 

bring forth will save you. if you do not bring forth what 
is .within you, what you do not bring forth will destroy 
you." ; . 
(CON'T PAGE 6) 
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EON has created a calendar for support group activities that includes every saturday ofy~~·=·~~;~· 
from September the 12th through December the 31st. Please consult the two part blue and pink 
events calendar that has been sent to you under separate cover. Many of these events require pre-

r~di~fra.tlon. 

Also, please note: 

lST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH ••• Board of Directors meeting, Expressing Our Nature, Inc. 7:00 
PM. Contact a board member if you have ideas or topics you would llke to have the board 

consider. 

EVERY THURSDAY •.• Beginning at 7:00 PM ... Makeover Classes conducted by Angela Sheedy (see 
your calendar). 

3RD TUESDAY OF THE MONTH ... Newsletter Night ... Beginning at 7:00 PM. 

National & Regional Events 

1. ~~,,~~;:¢.C>tiil!~~ ... Crowning of Miss ETVC ... January 23, 1993 San Francisco, Ca. 

2. f'IR$1; :~!!f~~~l'~¥Mt 'c~~-,Q~I~EW_ltNq~ANi> ... January 27, 1993-February lat. 
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Natick, MA. 

3lM~M~raai ... February 20-24, 1993, New York City 

4."~~Ftli ANJ"UAL "TEXAS,,tT"_P~,_:~1'~At9~ -1WQ" ... February 26-28, 1993, San Antonio, 
Texas. 
5:~~nU1 ,:AiiiJ,WiJ "CQ.mfrii Tog~tli~r-Wf!r~_t_iig Tog~!her" ~nvention ... Sponsored by IFGE. 
Meet, learn from, and share insights with leaders and members of our community from around 
the world. Learn, grow, and be yourself in an atmosphere of pride, dignity, and joy ... March 14-
21,(1993) Philadelphia,PA 

6;Rl6il.9@:tJ!§l.!<taY.f~~tf:~jjj'~e.. . Trl-Ess Sorority. 
March 18-21, San Francisco, Ca. 

7 !~!!i'.t~~].Noo,\!i-~'~T!i~\!~gCIEQ.~~· · · New York City. March •• TBA 

8.timhdll.Blln ... March •• TBA. Pittaburgh, Pa. 

9.~~dentUaa •.. April 24th, Tagung, Frankfurt, Germany. 

10,Moonltght ID ~t~n ... April 24-26, New York City. 

11 ~9~''.R~ffiJ'1'' ... April 28-May 2, Burbank, Ca. 
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~~erpts 
---,A~~~i;?!t~''iil~"'fc;;;;;,:f~fe}=•~llii .. .---,--~ ...... 

The following passages are from the book 
REVOLUTION FROM WITllIN, A Book Of Self 
Esteem, by Gloria Steinem, Little, Brown, 1992. 

" Why does one baby reach for certain toys, while 
another doesn't? Why does one respond more to touch 
and another to sound? 

.. . Why are some people gifted at languages, and still 
others drawn to anything mechanical 
.. . some gregarious and others shy; some sexually 
attracted to the same gender, some to the opposite 
gender, and some to the individual regardless of 
gender? No one knows. But we do know that.like 
children, adults whose innermost feelings and 
preferences are ignored, ridiculed, punished, or 
repressed come to believe that there ts something 
profundly, innately "wrong" with them. And conversely, 
those who are able to honor these inner promptings 
know what it is to feel at home with themselves. 

Several millennia worth of observers have believed that 
a unique and true self resides in each one of us. It may 
be suppressed or nurtured, thwarted or developed- but 
it is there. Anthropologists, philosophers, and other 
close observers of humankind have tended to agree 
with Plato: 
" The soul knows who we are from the beginning." 

Science and scientists. however. being new to human 
history. have tended to dismiss the time-honored 
testimony of the unique self and in-tuition; literally, 
self-teaching. It ts not replicable in laboratory 
conditions, defies analysis, and ts actively hostile to the 
taming, shaping, quantifying. and categorizing that are 
the foundation of science. But even some of the most 
skeptical scientists are now being jolted out of their 
hierarchical and group-based assumptions by recent 
revelations that the universe ·· itself· ts ·a nonlinear, 
cnaoac ba.ianctng OJ overiapptng energies tn wlltch. as 
Marilyn French puts it in her summation of the new 
physics. 'Nothing rules , yet there ts peace, as each 
segment follows its own course and exists tn 
cooperative relation with everything else.' 

•••••• 

One thing is clear: The human mind can imagine both 
how to break :;e!f-e:;teem and how to nurture tt - and 

imagining anything is the first step toward creating it. 
Believing in a true self is what allows a true self to be 
born. 

• • • • • • 
The unconscious and the conscious are not separate 
compartments but ends of a continuum in which 
ln.Jluence Jlm.vs both ways. Methods that begin with the 
unconscious mind are the.first to reach barriers to self
esteemformed in our earliest and most intimate lives. 
Methods like those that psychologists call "cognitive" -
which enter at the intellectual or conscious end of the 
continuum- are the first to reach barriers that have 
been erected by culture and society. 

Suppose, for instance. we are members of a group 
treated as unequal or invisible by some or all of the 
society around us. Whether we come from the "wrong" 
race, sex, caste, class, ethnicity, or sexuality - whether 
our inner or outer selves just aren't the "norm," or our 
circumstances have changed in a way that temporarily 
shakes our self-esteem we probably have 
internalized some of this low opinion. In addition, we 
may feel "crazy" when we try to express our true 
selves, because the dominant system treats our point 
of view and experiences as invisible or unimportant. 
... parallel therapy can help break through this visibility 
barrier .... we can explore the parallels between our own 
experiences and those of another discriminated-against 
or undervalued person or group whose su.ff erings 
society takes more seriously. 

There are hundreds of ... pairings that can be used to 
illustrate the shared experiences of apparently 
disparate groups . In authoritarian societies that try to 
channel all sexuality toward child-bearing, for 
instance, independent women and homosexual men 
both stand for subverting the "natural" purpose of sex 
(that is, the production of children within patriarchal 
marriage), and both undermine the basts of the sexual 
caste system by putting men in a nondominant role. 
Even now, fundamentalist religions condem feminism 
and homosexuality in the same breath, but the 
parallels between them were even more painfully clear 
in the past. In medieval Europe when the Inquisition 
conducted centuries ofwitch-bumings in order to wipe 
out those women leaders and healers of the preexisting 

· ·paganfaith.for instance, homosexual men were often 
burned at the stake first to make the fl.res "hot enough" 
to bum a witch - hence the derogatory term faggots.' 

.. ·The ultimate in parallel thinking ts the Golden Rule -
providing it ts read (both) ways. The traditional 
sequence assumes a healthy self-esteem and asks for 
empathy: "Do unto others as you would have them do 
unto you." But for many people whose self-esteem has 
been suppressed, the revolution lies in reversing it: "Do 
unto yourself as you would do unto others." 
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coanpJe-te 
We all have four dimensions to our life. The first 
three are obvious and make up our ego. They are 
the phystcal aspect. the mental aspect and the 
emotional aspect. We all operate in these worlds 
with various degrees of success. The physical Ls 
what we do to provide our needs such as food. 
shelter and a healthy body. There are limits to 
our tndtvidual capactty to provtde these thtngs for 
our physical world Ls limited by our strength and 
the amount of time available. This world ts the 
easiest to understand because Lt ls vtstble and we 
can measure our success in very quantlttve ways. 

Our mental world ls what we think about and how 
we try to rationalize the events in our life. We 
always try to understand what's going on by 
reasoning. We have to analyze every aspect so as 
to give our life meaning. We can only go so jar tn 
this endeavor because this world also has its 
ltmttations. This Ls why our individual mental 
capacity can be measured by an IQ test or slmUar 
yardsticks. 

The next aspect ts our emotlonal world which ts 
charactertzed by how we feel and respond to the 
things that happen to us. Manyjeel this aspect Ls 
Irrational and something that cannot be 
understood. This world tncludes our expression of 
love and affection along with the feelings of hate. 
frustration and anger. Yet this aspect has tts limits 
as shown by the number of people that cannot 
cope with their emotional situation and they 
experience a break-down. 

All people develop d{fferent modes of operatton to 
satisfy these three aspects. Some people focus on 
the physical aspect almost exclusively and seem -
only to understand activities that can be seen and 
touched. We identifY these folks as havtng a bias 
for actton. Then there are individuals that live 
pretty much tn their mental world by thtnktng 
about thtngs over and over, rarely accomplishing 
much. These people we call eggheads. StUl others 
are somehow able to junction only with their 
emottonal aspect and we perceive them to be tn 
la- la land with no foundation. We think of these 

people as artists and lovers. But many times we 
jl.nd people with more of a balance between the 
three and they project the appearance of having a 
more complete lifestyle. We are all famtltar with 
how these three aspects have there ejf ects felt tn 
our lives. We learn to increase our abUtttes in 
these areas. We may work out at a health club. 
attend college or enroll tn a self-help seminar to 
improve ourselves. We operate with various 
degrees of success within these aspects and 
always feel there Ls room to advance. to expand 
our capacity physically. mentally and emotionally. 
Yet we overlook the fourth dimension and we 
really need to understand how Lt has impact tn our 
lives. 

;-. We may think we have safisfie"Ci &~'(::'.::· 
c · ~ physical., . mental and . ~inejfio· '; . . 

§..,:QO~/S... --

This fourth aspect ts the one that ejf ects us the 
most and Lt ts the one that we have the tendency 
to attempt to Ignore. It Ls the spiritual or 
metaphysical aspect of our lives. Many answer 
this requtrement by followtng an organtzed 
reltgion. StUl others develop complex explanations 
of our existence to address this innermost desire. 
But these approaches are only the outward 
manifestation of our spiritual aspect. In reality 
this Ls where our core personality restdes. This ts 
who we are without ltmtts. without the constraints 
of the ego. We all develop a way of respondtng to 
the physical world and unjortunately that may 
include the construction of a lifestyle that Ls not 
consistent with our inner self. We procede through 
life answertng questions with the limited tools of 
the physical. mental and emotional world. We can 
only produce results that are wtthtn the ltmtted 
constraints of their capacities. Yet we all know 
about this spiritual aspect. we all hear tts votce 
within us, Lt's just that we are so tnvolved with the 
other three aspects of our life that we don't listen. 
Or if we do listen, we are unsure of ourselves 
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because everyone else ts directing us back to the 
"real world" where all our success can be seen. 
Yet that's the beauty of learning to utUize the 
power of thts sptrttual aspect, because Lt 
overpowers the limits of the physical, mental and 
emotional worlds and allows us the opportunity to 
become more. We then operate wtthtn the phys teal 
world but on an elevated plane that ts defined by 
endless accomplishment. This ts the real goal that 
everyone at one time senses, that there must be 
more to life. that there must be a place where we 
canfeel complete. It ts thts searchfor thts place of 
completeness that prevents us from settling down. 
We may think we have satisfied our physical, 
mental and emotional goals yet we still want 
more, we still feel incomplete and cannot 
understand why. So we do things: we try to fill 
our lives with activities or people that wlll give us 
a sense of fulfillment. But because of the limits of 
these physical, mental and emotional things they 
always come up lacking, we s.tlll want more. 

Somehow we have to find that spiritual part of us 
so that we can understand why we want more. 
The spiritual ts never satts!fled for Lt ts limitless. 
It ts there that we get a power to continually grow 
yet ironically tt ts there we have a sense of 
completeness. We can be successful Ln fulfUILng 
other aspects of our lives yet we strive for 
something else, something that ts consistent with 
our inner self, even if that inner self tsn1t realized. 
We find ourselves compelled to grow, to listen to 
that inner voice that we have tried to work around 
for so many years. And Lt ts not untU we are able 
to tdentify and work wtth thts sptrttual aspect tn 
our lives that we are truly successful. The 
physical, mental and emotional aspects become 
easy and qutckly benefit from the power of the 
sptrttual aspect. 

By this ttme I am sure you are wondering what I 
am writtng about and certatnly what thts has to 
do wtth crossdresstng. Please let me draw the 
parallel: 
We experience our crossgender activity within 
these four aspects. We work on our physical 
appearance and become obsessive about 
perfecting our presentation. It certainly ts difficult 
to sattsfy thts aspect wtth a crossdresser. We 
spent time tntellectualtzing our intense interest by 
explaining that its basts ts biological or 
environmental or whatever sounds rational. 

Nothing adequately provides the reasons for our 
desire to dress. Then we get wrapped up in the 
emotion and the feeling of relief of stress, and 
when we focus on the emotional, it intensifies our 
desire. We seem to touch all these aspects each 
time we are compelled to dress. Yet these efforts 
have their limits and we cannot find fulfUlment !f 
we only utUize these ego-based tools. 

Yet again we overlook the spiritual aspect and 
that ts where the most important exploration ts 
warranted. We need to find the spiritual 
foundation that comes from our inner self. We 
need to realize that our need and desire to 
crossdress comes from thts core. The look, the 
reason and the feeling associated with the 
crossdressing are real aspects but because of the 
their limited capacity to satisfy, we do not feel 
complete. That seems to be a contradiction. if 
those jlrst aspects have a capacity then tt would 
follow that we could perform up to that capacity 
and sattsfy our need tn that regard. Unfortunately 
it doesn't work that way because we still have 
that sense that there ts something more, that 
undercurrent of inner purpose that ts limitless. We 
continue to search and strive for completeness. 

So what can we do? How do we find this 
completeness in our lives as crossdressers? We 
need to come to the realization that our 
crossdressing characterizes who we really are. 
We cannot define ourselves without the context of 
our crossgender personality. Everyone might 
doubt the necessity we feel to crossdress but we 
must never question where Lt comes from. It ts 
such a integral part of our extstence, we have to 
appreciate its importance. We are required to 
express thts core aspect just as we are required to 
eat or breathe. Once we realize that we did not 
choose this requirement in our life any more than 
choose our parents. we are able to accept thts 
unusual need and therein gain its spiritual power. 
Once we reach thts understanding, once we are 
comfortable with who we are. the other aspects 
become easy. It does not matter if we crossdress 
once a year or everyday. our success becomes 
limitless because of the spiritual foundation we 
have achieved. Judgements like being able to 
pass or being accepted become unimportant. And 
than what happens ts that the power of our 
spiritual aspect has its effect not only on ourselves 
but also on everyone else. We are then complete. 
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HONORING THE ESSENCE 
(CON'T FROM PAGE 1) 

The health of the individual at all levels, and 
thus ultimately the health of all relationships 
and the very world itself depends on our abtltty 
and willingness to live out our lives honestly 
from deep wtthtn the very core of ourselves- as 
opposed to the habit and convenience of the 
swjace of social order. The case can be made 
that those of us who live out, bring forth and 
express our nature will experience jar less 
antagonism in our relationships- that conflict 
and antagonism are the products of relationships 
that are suiface rather than core based. 

if we find ourselves in corifltct within regarding 
our transgender nature, or if others are having a 
great deal of d![ftculty with Lt, could Lt be that 
this conflict is part of a syndrome, just one 
characteristic of a much larger problem? 

Perhaps, instead of honoring the essence of our 
own self and that of the other,· we are honoring 
the false assumption, the convenient and the 
acceptable, the self that others have made for us 
and not the one that was created. And perhaps 
this ts the meaning of the commandmant that 
'thou shall have no other gods before me,' rather 
you shall 'bringforth what is within, what I have 
created, and not call forth what is without, what 
others have made or would have you make.' 

In her chapter Believing In The True Seif, Ms 
Steinem quotes the writer and speaker Emma 
Goldman: 

11 Since every elf ort in our educational life 
seems to be directed toward making of the child 
a being foreign to itself, it must of necessity 
produce individuals foreign to one another, and 
in everlasting antagonism with each other. 11 

Perhaps one of the most important questions we 
can ask ourselves as we we begin our New Year 
- no matter who we are. transgendered or not -
is: are we willing to be real, and are we willing 
to believe that bringing forth this authenticity 
will not only not destroy us and others, it will in 
fact save us all? 

page 

. .STREISAND SAYS, u STAY AWAY 
L: 7tBOM COLORADO" 

·-· ·-··-:-~:_/: .. :. -- -

-~~::::----.:· .. :.- ...,. --~ 

,;.:{'.f~:-7.'t·D en ve r-.. _. E ii te rt a in er B arbara;r•
;-~;Stleisand took the latest punch at tfieT-:~ 
.. state's wallet, urging fellow entertainers~ -, 
.Jo, bo~cott Colorado because of· tti~ '" 
p~ssage of an anti- · --
horp_osexual rights ammendment to tbe · 
state's-constitution. · 

Streisand, performing at an AIDS . 
· benefit · in Los Angeles We.dnesd~YJ-?,E 

,- night, said, "There are plenty of us"wti°Q~,~,. 
. -Jove. the mountains -and rivers of tflat~1'!;; 

trµJy beautiful state. -~ ·.~ .. -~7~= 
"But we must_ now say clearly tbat the~~ 

. fT1P!al climate there is no /onger_t~ 
acceptable. And if we're _ . _:;:-;~ .. · 

... - _asRed. ·to,-we must refuse1o play wheres . 
.- ·they discriminate." -- ~ ":-. 
' · --::-,.'':"Arjimenqment - 2, approved'" .· byJ&,; 

. Colorado -.voters ·· Nov. - 3, invalidiite<J--.~'.: 
~~<~~ye(af -city_ OrdinanC!JS that prqtect~~{. 
- -fio_roosex_ual rights. _ -~- -_'"-
. ,<_;;: -·· · .-;:.i!h~·_Associated Pres53;;·· ,,_,,,,_ 

,-; . .-........ :.· ~..: .. _: ·:.. ::::~-.-· :-; -->:·: '':· 
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Contouring, as any artist can tell you, adds depth and 
definition to any work of art, including your face. 

Contouring is created after you have finished your 
foundation and powder base, and should be applied 
with a brush. Not the little brushes that come in the 
makeup cases, but a good commercial brush with soft 
hairs approximately l" long, that when pressed against 
your skin, flares out to a nice circular pattern about 2" 
in diameter. They can be obtained from a commercial 
supply house or a good cosmetic counter. 

There are three basic colors that you can do a good 
oonlourlng job tnlth. 'I'heflrst ti.Vo can be obtained from 
almost any cosmetic counter as eyeshadows. Pure 
white is the .first, the second is any color of powder or 
eyeshadow that is at least two shades darker than 
your .finishing powder. The third and final color ts your 
blush. 

I cannot express enough concern about blush.if applied 

tncorrectly1 it will make you look unnatural and almost 
comical. A good rule of thumb is regarding your color is 
that blondes with light skin should use earth tones 
containing yellows and browns; dark hair and skin 
should use colors containing reds to pinks. 

Considering the fact that we are using three colors, let's 
start with the brown or beige color, two shades darker 
than your base powder. This is applied on each side of 
your face, starting with the area by the ear at the 
hairline, down to the earlobes, then curving out toward 
the hollow of the cheek. if you draw a line down from 
the outstde comer of your eye to your cheek, this 
should be the limit of your cheek coloring. 

The darker shades should also be used to narrow the 
nose by using the brush.to apply color along the stdes 
of your nose. including the sides of the nostrils. 

Under the chin is another critical area. By applying 
color under the jawbone, you can shape the type ofjaw 
which is bestfor you. 

The last place to apply the darker shade ts on either 
side of the forehead in the area where your hairline 
may be receding. Thts gtves your forehead a more 
rounded look like that of most women's and helps to 

balance off the simian cleft above the eyebrows of most 
men. 

The second color, white, is applied to the very top of 
your cheekbone around the outside comer of the eyes. 
This gives you a little lift and enhances your 
cheekbone, which is usually smaller and less defined 
tn men. 

Now we have the blush, which starts at the middle of 
the ear and slopes toward the "apple" of the cheek, or 
the most prominent portion of your cheekbone. Again, 
do not go beyond the comer of the eye. 

You can also apply your blush color to the tip of the 
nose to give it a more turned up look and the chin area 
below the mouth for a softer chin line. 

Make sure that you blend your colors in well so they 
look natural. This st done with the brush that I 
previously described and by applying the three colors 
ln a circular motion. This circular motion is important 
because it allows you to blend the edges of the colored 
areas. 

Lastly and perhaps most important, when you begin to 
try contouring your face, apply a little of each color at 
a time. Do not overload the brush since it ts always 
harder to take "too much" off than to put a little more 
on. 

Contouring ts one of the most useful methods of 
obtaining the look you want. Remember, dark colors 
recede and light colors bring out the features they are 
applied to, especially crucial to the crossdresser. 

Next month we will have a complete review of all the 
previous lessons by making a list and checking it twice. 
-HO HO HO! Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 
-Angela 

• 
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I can remember my holidays past as being both times 
of joy and times of sorrow. 

As Jim, I loved the spirit of the time, the giving and 
receiving. I remember being an alter boy at high mass 
on Christmas Eve and being struck with the feelings 
that God is all good and understanding. As the chorus 
would sing hymns that would echo through the church 
and ascend to heaven, I added my one small prayer as 
I knelt at God's alter. I would wait until the priest 
opened the tabernacle so I knew that besides him I 
was the closest person to God in the church, and I 
would send my prayer to him. 

Please dear God, let me find a way to be a girl. Make 
it alright for me to go to school next week in a dress 
with long hair. Relieve me from this burden of always 
having to prove that I am more manly than the other 
boys and covering-up the way I really feel. When I 
wake up in the morning, the greatest present I will 
receive is knowing that this is OK with you. 

Of course, my prayer was never answered. There was 
no party dress under the tree in the morning, serving 
as a sign that my life could change after that point and 
my prayer had been heard. The closest I got was some 
ribbons and bows that I could wear in my hair when 
no one was around. I was happy for the presents that 
I received, but all to often they were clothes that I did 
not want. or toys like bats, balls. gloves and such that 
were definitely male in nature. 

I often thought how stupid it was that I would expect 
my dream to come true, and that I was probably the 
only boy on the face of the earth that was wishing for 
a present that he would never have any chance of 
getting. But every Christmas it was the same and 
every Christmas my wish was not granted. To make 
things even worse, after Christmas I would have to go 
back to school and sit in my classroom with ~11 t'hA 

girls around me, dressed in their lovely Christmas 
presents. 

How I survived those years. I do not know. The 
disappointment of not getting my wish was only 
overshadowed by the thought that perhaps I was guilty 
for wishing to be a girl in the first place, and God was 
proving it at least once a year. 

How different it is now. Somehow I made it through 
those years without doing irreparable damage to 
myself and now I look forward to Christmas as the 
time when I can be with my friends in EON for at least 
part of the holiday season. 

I am thankful at this time to have Angela developed to 
the point that she is a reality within me. Thanks to 
our support group. I do not have to deal with the guilt 
of Christmas's past. I may not have my wish totally 
given to me. but I am satisfied that every year in the 
future brings me closer to it. Besides, I have also 
learned that "God helped those who help themselves," 
so at Christmas time now. I wake up in the morning 
and find a different type of gift under the tree. My 
stockings are filled with stockings. The small boxes 
are the best because they may contain perfume, 
earrings or rings for Angela. 

Now, I think of how lucky I am to be able to trim the 
tree on the third floor every year and rejoice with my 
friends that we have each other. 

Sometimes I think back to that lonely young boy, 
kneeling at the alter dressed in his cassock and lace 
trimmed surplus, holding the cross and leading the 
Christmas procession up the aisle. I wonder how 
many more young boys are wishing the same thing to 
God, that they receive some kind of sign that what 
they really want for Christmas will come true this year. 

This Christmas lets all say a prayer. asking God to 
help all those young boys and girls who feel trapped 
and guilty, to find a place like EON. A place where 
Christmas wishes come true. 

M'E1t._f0' Of1<.LS'I!MJt5, M{JD ~ ?l}:.'W ~ 
~nge(a Sfilltfy 
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Something in the Way She Moves by James Taylor 

There 's something in the way she moves, 
OT looks my way OT calls my name, 

seems to leave this troubled world behind. 

ling dawn and blue, 
troubled by some foolish game, 

llftl'Ul/5 seems to make me change my mind. 

I anytime she 's around me nmo, 
she 's around me nm almost all the time. 

r m well you am tell she 's been with me now, 
she 's been with me naz quite a long, long time, 

and I feel fine. 

Every now and then things that belong lose their meaning, 
and I find myself careening into places where 
I should not let me go. 

She has the power to go where no one else can find me, 
yes and inside of me remind me of the happiness 
and the good times that I know, 
but I said I just got to know them. 

It isn 't what she 's got to say, but how she 
r thinks an.d where she's been. 

To me the words are nice the . way they sound. 
I like to hear them best that way, 

doesn't much matter what they mean, 
'cause she says them mostly just to ca.Im me down. 

I feel fine anytime she 's around me now, 
she 's around me now almost all the time. 

If I'm well you can tell she 's been with me now, 
she's been with me now quite a long, long time, 
and yes I feel fine. 
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James Taylor wrote that song about twenty years ago. I'm sure he wasn't thinking about the 
posltlve effects of expressing the feminine nature for a crossdresser butfor almost that long it has had 
that exact meaning for me. I can repeat the refrain over and over in my head and Lt brings a smile to 
my face . I've come to th1nk of my crossgender inclinations as a g!ftfor I have thts buUt-in vehicle that 
can ta.Jee me to a place of comfort and happtness. Many people wonder why we would spent so much 
ttme and effort to make the transformattonfrom male tofemale parttculartly !f onlyfor short durations. 
Or why we are wUltng to jeopardize our relationships with thts compelling need to show thts feminine 
side. It ts simply that it ts who we are and when we are able to effectively express this inner self, we 
feel best. 

"if I'm well you can tell she's been wtth me now." 

Comments by: Anne Harper 
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Expressing Our Nature, Inc. 
523 West Onondaga St. 

Syracuse, NY 13204 
(315)475-5611/475-7013 

Board of Directors: Charliss DolJe, President; Anne Harper, Vice President Angela Sheedy, Treasure: Marsha Simson, Secretary 

Expressing Our Nature, Inc. is a non profit community 
service organization for crossdressers, transgenderists, and 
transsexuals. 

Services include: peer support group membership; regularly 
scheduled program and discussion meetings each month; 
weekly class nights; special social events for members, family, 
and friends. 

EON also maintains offices, meeting rooms, and a library 
which are open to peer support group members at various 
times throughout the week. 

The peer support group is an open group, that is, all are 
welcome regardless of gender identification or sexual 

orientation. EON stresses aholistic and non discriminatory 
approach to personal development within the peer support I 
group. 

EON also engages in educational outreach activity aimed at: 
colleges and universities; groups within the gay~esbian and 
womens' movement; the social justice community; other public 
organizations. 

The Newsletter is a monthly publication. Cost of The 
Newsletter is included in the current annual peer support group 
dues. Articles, news items, reprints and original artwork are 
welcome. All submissions will be subject to editorial policy. 

STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

WE BELIEVE IN: 

THE RIGHT OF THE TRANSGENDERED PERSON TO FULL PARTICIPATION IN AND ACCEPTANCE AND AFFIRMATION 
BY SOCIETY AS A WHOLE. THIS IS THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY. 

THE RIGHT OF ALL PEOPLE SUBJECT TO OPPRESSION TO COME TOGETHER IN UNITY AND TO CREATE MECHANISMS 
OF SUPPORT FOR OTHERS OF LIKE KIND. THIS IS THE RIGHT TO PEACEFUL COMMUNITY. 

THE RIGHT OF EACH INDNIDUAL TO DEFINE THEMSELVES AS THEY WISH TO BE AND TO SEEK OUT THEIR 
PKRSONAL JNTEGRIIT WITHOUT lIINDRANCE. THIS IS THE RIGHT TO SELF LOVE. 
VVE FURTHERMORE BELIEVE: 

THAT PERSONS WHO ARE TRANSGENDERED AND/OR OF SAME-GENDER SEXUAL ORIENTATION ARE ENDOWED, 
BY VIRTUE OF THEIR DIFFERENTNESS, WITH A SPECIAL CHARISMA AND UNIQUE VOCATION TO TRANSFORM THE 
PERCEPTIONS OF OTHERS AND THE WORLD ITSELF BY BEING EXEMPLARS OF TOLERANCE AND LOVE. 

THAT OUR HAPPINESS, PERSONAL GROWTH, AND SENSE OF FULFILLMENT AS INDNIDUALS CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED 
WHEN WE PERSEVERE IN HONESTLY OPENING THE REALITY OF OUR SELVES TO OTHERS. EON EXISTS TO HELP 
CREATE AND TO PROMOTE THAT COURAGE. 


